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Random permutationsSn is the set of all permutations of [n℄ = f1; : : : ; ng� : 
! Sn is a random permutation with p(�) = P(� = �)Examples of permutation data:! the order of andidates in an eletion, as given by voters! the order of the strength of assoiation of words to a target word,as given by subjets! the assignment of two lists of words, as given by subjetsIn these examples, andidates/words are labelled by 1; : : : ; n.
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Hierarhial models for ategorial dataLet I = I1 � � � � � In be a �nite sample spae.Let X = (X(1); : : : ; X(n)) be a random vetor taking values in I.Denote the distribution of X by P(X = x) = p(x).For a vetor x 2 I and a subset A � [n℄, let x(A) = (x(i) : i 2 A).Let A be a olletion of subsets of [n℄.We say that p belongs to the hierarhial model with generator-setA, if p is of form p(x) = YA2A �A(x(A)) 8x 2 I:
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Hierarhial models for permutation dataPrevious models are appliable with I = [n℄n, with strutural zeros.Alternatively: De�ne hierarhial models, where the generators arenot subsets A � [n℄, but produt partitions R� C of [n℄� [n℄.Let R= (R1; : : : ; Rr) and C = (C1; : : : ; C) be two (ordered) partitionsof [n℄. The marginal �(A) is replaed by the r �  matrix �(R � C),whose ijth element is(�(R� C))ij = jf1 � k � n : k 2 Ri; �(k) 2 Cjgj:For A = fa1; : : : ; ajg � [n℄, the marginal �(A) is equivalent to �(R�C)with R = (fa1g; : : : ; fajg; A) and C = (f1g; : : : ; fng), so traditionalhierarhial models �t into this new frame as well. 3



Example: L-deomposable distributionsLue's ranking postulate for random orderings:the ordering of the alternatives is the result of repeated seletions ofthe best alternative from the remaining set of alternatives:p(�) = nYk=1 p(�(k) j f�(k); : : : ; �(n)g);where p(x j C) = P(x is hosen from C).Random permutations (orderings) � satisfying Lue's ranking postu-late are alled L-deomposable by Crithlow et al. (1991). 4



L-deomposable distributions (ont.)The L-deomposable distributions form a hierarhial model HL withn� 2 generators Ri � C, i= 2; : : : ; n� 1, whereRi = (f1; : : : ; i� 1g; fig; fi+1; : : : ; ng) and C = (f1g; : : : ; fng):Theorem. A random permutation � is L-deomposable, if and only iffor every k, the �rst k and last n� k elements of � are onditionallyindependent, given the set of the �rst k elements. The distributionof � is parametrized by the onditional probabilitiesP (�(k+1) = x j f�(1); : : : ;�(k)g = C);where jCj = k is a subset of [n℄ and x 62 C. The ML estimate ofthese parameters is given by the orresponding empirial onditionalprobabilities. 5



L-deomposability: illustrationhessboard: rows = ranks, olumns = alternatives

Given that f�(1);�(2);�(3);�(4)g = f1;3;4;6g,(�(1); : : : ;�(4) and (�(5);�(6)) are independent. 6
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L-deomposability: illustrationhessboard: rows = ranks, olumns = alternatives
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Markov basis of the L-deomposable modelEvery hierarhial model has a 0-1 model matrix, thus it is also a torimodel. The stritly positive (s.p.) part of a hierarhial model is anexponential family.De�ne the index setI = fi= i(C; �1; �2; �1; �2) : C � [n℄; 2 � jCj � n� 2;�1; �2 2 SC; �1 6= �2; �1; �2 2 S[n℄nC; �1 6= �2g;where SC denotes the set of permutations of the elements of C. Let(�; �) denote the onatenation of two permutations. 7



Theorem. The moves fi form a Markov basis of the L-deomposablemodel, where for i 2 I,fi(�1; �1) = fi(�2; �2) = �1;fi(�1; �2) = fi(�2; �1) = 1;fi(�) = 0 for all other � 2 Sn:Theorem. The Markov basis ffi : i 2 Ig is unique minimal for n= 4;5.For n � 6, it is not minimal, and there is no unique minimal Markovbasis.Proof by diret appliation of the ondition in Takemura and Aoki(2004).Number of moves in the unique minimal Markov basis:6 moves for n = 4, 270 moves for n = 5.



Word assoiation data, L-deomposableML estimateData: 129 ollege students ranked the words sore, instrument, solo,benedition, suit aording to the strength of assoiation with thetarget word song.24 orderings observed, the two most frequent:solo, instrument, sore, benedition, suit (34 times)solo, instrument, benedition, sore, suit (24 times)

Fitting the L-deomposable model:ML estimate alloates positive probability to 33 permutations.Chi-square statisti is �2 = 14:58. Is this small or large? 8



Word assoiation: TestingL-deomposabilityD.f.: If the support of the ML estimate is taken as known a priori, thendf= 33 � 17 � 1 = 15 and p = 0:48. But: Chi-square approximationprobably not very good due to small sample sizes.Monte Carlo assessment of �t: Generate data from the onditionaldistribution of the data, given the suÆient statistis.1. Diret generation: we generated 1000 datasets, and obtainedp = 0:44.2. Markov hain: after an initial warm up (105 steps), we ran106 steps, and obtained p = 0:45. This p-value seemed quite stable(varying between 0:43 and 0:45). 9
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Histogram of �2 statistis for data generated by the Markov hainapproah. 10



Example: bi-L-deomposable distributionsOrdering data: we an work either with orderings, or rankings: group-theoretially, these are eah other's inverse.Usually, one supposes that the orderings are L-deomposable. How-ever, if there is a natural ordering of the alternatives, then L-deom-posability of the rankings is also plausible.Assignment data: the permutation and its inverse are totally sym-metri.De�nition. The random permutation � is alled bi-L-deomposable,if both � and ��1 are L-deomposable.Question: Does the family of all bi-L-deomposable distributions forma hierarhial model?Answer: No, but almost. 11



Equivalent de�nition by independeneFix a partition of both rows and olumns into intervals.

Given the \grids" inside the retangles of the produt partition,the plaement of the rooks in these retangles are independent.12
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The stritly positive (s.p.) partTheorem. The family of s.p. bi-L-deomposable distributions is justthe s.p. part of the hierarhial model HbL, whose generators are theprodut partitions Ri �Rj, where i = 2; : : : ; n� 1 and (as before)Ri = (f1; : : : ; i� 1g; fig; fi+1; : : : ; ng):Non-trivial statement:Theorem. The number of free parameters of HbL is Pn�1i=1 i2.
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Strit inlusionsQuestion: what is the relationship between the family of all bi-L-deomposable distributions (denoted by BL) and HbL?Theorem. For all n � 4, HbL ( l(HbL) ( BL.Impliations:! The �rst inlusion shows that HbL, unlike HL, is not losed.! The seond inlusion shows that BL is not a hierarhial model.! For any dataset, a unique ML estimate is guaranteed in l(HbL),whih an be alulated via iterative saling.! ML estimation in BL is not lear.The proof relies on the alulation of the Markov basis of HbL forn= 4. 14



Markov basis of HbLH8 � Sn is the 8-element subgroup generated by the leading transpo-sition (213 : : : n), and the reversing permutation (n(n� 1) : : :21).The symmetry group of the Markov basis is T = H8�f�1;+1g�H8,whih ats on Sn by (�1; "; �2)(�) = �1�"�2.We alulated a minimal Markov basis of HbL by 4ti2 for n= 4;5.The number of orbits under T of various degrees aren d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 84 2 � 1 � � � �5 16 1 210 13 578 50 40Problem: T does not grow with n. We know that H8 annot bereplaed by a larger group. 15



Example: S-deomposable distributionsA distribution p on Sn is S-deomposable, if it an be written asp(�) = nYk=1 �k(f�(1); �(2); : : : ; �(k)g):The S-deomposable distributions form a hierarhial model HS withn� 1 generators Ri � C, i= 1; : : : ; n� 1, whereRi = (f1; : : : ; ig; fi+1; : : : ; ng) and C = (f1g; : : : ; fng):

Remark: HS is a submodel of HL.Interpretation: when you hoose the next alternative, �(k), you fousonly on the emerging set f�(1); �(2); : : : ; �(k)g. 16



The Markov basis of HSDe�ne a \rewiring move" as follows, e.g. for n= 5.! Choose two neighboring numbers e.g. 2 and 3.! Choose an alternating yle of 2-sets and 3-sets, where for adja-ent sets, the 3-set ontains the 2-set, e.g.f1;2g ) f1;2;3g ! f1;3g ) f1;3;4g ! f1;4g ) f1;2;4g ! f1;2g:! For eah 2-set, hoose a permutation of its elements, and foreah 3-set, hoose a permutation of its omplement, e.g.(12); (31); (41); (54); (25); (53):! Connet these in the two possible ways (forward or bakward):(12354); (31425); (41253) or (12453); (31254); (41325): 17



Then the move assigns +1 to the �rst set of permutations (12354),(31425), and (41253), and it assigns �1 to the seond set of permu-tations (12453), (31254), and (41325).Theorem. A Markov basis of HS is formed by the basis moves of HL,plus the above \rewiring" moves.Question: What is the degree of the minimal Markov basis?Remark: For n = 4, the minimal Markov basis (alulated by 4ti2)has 6 moves of degree two, 64 moves of degree three, and 93 movesof degree four.



Example: Bi-S-deomposable distributionsWe an de�ne bi-S-deomposable distribution in the obvious way.De�nition. The random permutation � is alled bi-S-deomposable,if both � and ��1 are S-deomposable.Theorem. The family of s.p. bi-S-deomposable distributions is justthe s.p. part of the hierarhial model HbS, whose generators are theprodut partitions Ri �Rj, where i = 1; : : : ; n� 1 andRi = (f1; : : : ; ig; fi+1; : : : ; ng):The minimal Markov basis of HbS ontains 10 moves of degree two,104 moves of degree three, and 33 moves of degree four.Remark: HbS is invariant under the same group T as HbL. 18



Example: Quasi-independent distributionsA distribution p on Sn is quasi-independent, if it an be written asp(�) = Qnk=1 �k(�(k)).The quasi-independent distributions form a hierarhial model HQwith n2 generators Ri �Rj, i; j = 1; : : : ; n, where Ri = (fig; [n℄ n fig).The Markov basis of HQ was omputed by Diaonis and Eriksson(2006) for n � 6. They show that the degree of the basis is � n� 1,and onjeture it to be 3.Theorem. For n � 4, a stritly positive distribution p on Sn is quasi-independent, if and only if p is bi-L-deomposable, and remains soafter any right or left multipliation. 19



Summary1) We have de�ned hierarhial models for random permutations.2) The models are based on statistis �(R � C), whih are two-dimensional non-negative integer tables with �xed marginals.3) We looked at �ve examples of suh models.Properties to look for:Is the hierarhial model losed?Is it (or at least the s.p. part) haraterized by onditional indepen-dene?Does the model have an expliit Markov basis?What is the degree of the Markov basis, and how many elementsdoes it have?What is the symmetry group of the model? 20
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